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charlie finds the kangaroo, and tells louis that he has returned the
kangaroo. charlie asks if louis can stay for dinner, and tells him that he will
let louis know when elizabeth is gone. louis stays and they have a dinner.
over the years, kangaroo care has become a popular method of keeping
premature infants comfortable. the practice has since been adopted by
others to help premature babies thrive. although there is no conclusive
evidence that kangaroo care can ensure a pre-mature baby will survive,
most experts agree that it is good for the baby. kangaroo care involves

placing an infant on the mother’s chest. mothers who practice the practice
have reported more positive experiences with their infants. although

kangaroo care is gaining popularity, there are some flaws. kangaroo care
has been gaining popularity in western culture. there are a number of
benefits for the baby, and the benefits to the mother as well. kangaroo

care lets the baby bond with the mother, as well as breastfeed. it can also
help the baby achieve a faster rate of weight gain. babies who are

kangarooed tend to grow more rapidly. in addition, mothers who practice
kangaroo care have reported a number of benefits, including a more

confident parenting style. the mother will find herself with the soothing
sensation of a warm body on her chest. it will also help the baby to

regulate its body temperature. kangaroo care is the process of holding a
baby close to the mothers chest. while the technique has been used in

many cultures, it has been practiced most extensively in latin america and
japan. the practice of kangaroo care takes place when a mother or other
adult mother figures hold a baby close to her breast, belly, or chest. the
baby is placed on the mother’s body to increase the baby’s temperature

and comfort.
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the team is brought to australia.
they are greeted by a woman

named elizabeth (caitlin stasey),
who has the kangaroo in a cage.
she explains that she bought the

kangaroo as a present for her
nephew. she wants charlie to keep

the kangaroo so she can visit it. she
even offers to take charlie and louis
to her nephew, and suggests that
they could entertain him with the

kangaroo. elizabeth tells them that
she will charge charlie and louis a

reward for finding the kangaroo and
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returning it to her. louis and charlie
decide to keep the kangaroo as a
pet. they make a makeshift house
for it, and tell elizabeth that they
are feeding it. charlie and louis
think that elizabeth is going to

return the kangaroo. but elizabeth
says that the kangaroo is a pet, and
she is keeping it. she shows them a
log book, and says that they cannot

keep the kangaroo as a pet, and
they must return it to her. charlie

and louis must return the kangaroo.
charlie finds the kangaroo, and
louis goes looking for elizabeth.

louis finds her, and they begin to
travel back to australia together. as

they travel, charlie realizes that
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they are not returning the kangaroo
to elizabeth. charlie gets upset, and
says that the kangaroo is theirs. on
the way back to australia, charlie
and louis find that they are being

followed by a police officer. charlie
decides to escape, but louis is

caught. the police officer sees the
kangaroo and believes that it is
stolen property. the officer lets
charlie go, but leaves louis in

custody. charlie sneaks into the
police station and releases louis.

they take a taxi back to elizabeth,
but the police officer still follows

them. charlie and louis escape from
the police officer. they follow an
ambulance to an animal hospital.
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there, they find that elizabeth has
also come to visit the kangaroo. she

tells charlie and louis that the
kangaroo is sick and needs to be
treated. the pair gets angry with

each other, and louis says that he
will take the kangaroo back to the
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